These analyses potentially lead to discoveries of genes that may be associated with the likelihood of certain phenotypes and diseases. With the microarray technology, it is possible to measure expression level of thousands of genes simultaneously in time-course microarray experiments, which creates various challenges for statistical analysis of the resulting data. The resulted 'big' data, number of time points as well as the number of replicates, multiplicity of experimental conditions, and dynamic nature of the experiment are some of these challenges. 1, 2, 6, [13] [14] [15] [16] Therefore, choosing appropriate statistical methods becomes very critical for statistical analysis stage of such gene expression data sets. Several methods, and their corresponding computational tools, have been proposed in the literature to identify differently expressed gene profiles in time-course microarray experiments. Some of these methods are regression-based (e.g. microarray Significant Profiles (maSigPro), Extraction of Differential Gene Expression (EDGE), maSigProFun and PCAmaSigProFun, some of them are Analysis of Variance (ANOVA)-based (e.g. two-way mixed effects ANO-VA, a functional mixed-effect ANOVA, Permutation-based two-way ANOVA, RM-ANOVA) and some of them are Bayesian-based (e.g., Bayesian Analysis of Time Series (BATS), Multivariate Empirical Bayes (MB-statistic)). 1, 2, 5, [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] Of these methods, maSigPro, EDGE, BATS, Significance Analysis of Microarrays (SAM), ANOVA-Simultaneous Component Analysis (ASCA), and ANOVA-based methods are the most commonly used ones. The literature suggests that each of these methods has been developed for certain experimental conditions, which limits the utility and generalizability of these methods for other experimental conditions as researchers in different disciplines may consider different factors (e.g. group, time) and experimental conditions according to their study objectives. All these factors may affect the statistical methods that will use for analysis of data sets. Therefore, it is needed to investigate the performances of these tests under different experimental conditions that allow the researchers to choose the most appropriate statistical method for their time-course microarray data analysis.
In this study, we compared and contrasted the performances of the maSigPro, the BATS, the Repeated Measurement ANOVA (RM-ANOVA), and the Classical RM-ANOVA with Monte Carlo Simulation Methods under different experimental conditions, in terms of sensitivity and specificity measures (Table 1) .
MATERIAL AND METHODS

MATERIAL Simulation Study
For this study, we generated random numbers from multivariate normal distribution based on two most commonly used covariance structures, i.e. unstructured and autoregressive (Table 2) and two different gene profiles (Figure 1 ). We assumed that there were two conditions or groups, named 'control' and 'treated'. The profile of each gene had three replications under three different experimental time lengths namely short-term (four time points: t1, t2, t3, t4), medium-term (six time points: t1, t2, t3, t4, t5, t6), and long-term (eight time points: t1, t2, t3, t4, t5, t6, t7, t8). Profile 1 represents interaction profile where gene expression does not have a linear relationship with time and the difference between treatment and control decreases as time increases. Profile 2 represents interaction profile where gene expression has linear relationship with time and as time increases, the difference between treatment and control increases. To assess the likelihood of differential expression, we were only interested in Group x Time interaction. Under each simulation scenario and for each replication, 1000 random gene profiles were generated. We randomly selected 25% of those 1000 gene profiles and we shifted the profile to create differently expressed gene profiles, the 'treatment' group, leaving the remaining 75% as control cases. Then, we applied maSigPro, BATS, RM-ANOVA, and Classical Repeated Measurement ANOVA methods to our simulated samples, and the total number of significant genes, number of truly significant genes, and numbers of falsely significant genes were determined. Sensitivity, specificity and total accuracy measures were obtained for each method. We repeated the simulation 100 times in order to estimate the standard error of the measures of comparison.
In Table 1 , A is the number of Non-differentially expressed (non-DE) gene profiles that were correctly classified, B is the number of non-DE gene profiles that were incorrectly classified, C is the number of Differentially Expressed (DE) gene profiles that were incorrectly classified, and D is the number of DE gene profiles that were correctly classified.
Performance measures were computed as follows, where the components of each equation are provided in Table 1 : 
maSigPro (MicoArraySIGnificantPROfiles)
maSigPro is developed 1 for the analysis of single and multiple time-course microarray data sets. 1 The method uses two-step regression strategy. In the first step, differentially expressed genes are selected. The first step of the maSigPro approach applies the least-squares technique to estimate the parameters of the described general regression model for each gene. In the second step, variable selection procedure (stepwise regression) is applied and focused on genes selected in the first step. Once statistically significant gene models have been determined, the regression coefficients of the models can be used to identify the conditions for which genes show statistically significant profile changes. Therefore, the new model is obtained through stepwise regression. Stepwise regression is an iterative regression approach that selects from a pool of potential variables, the 'best' ones (according to a specified criterion) to obtain a better fit to the available data. 1, 17 
BATS (Bayesian Analysis of Time Series)
BATS software (http://www.na.iac.cnr.it/bats) is free and user-friendly for the analysis of both simulated and real microarray time course experiments. This software allows researchers to automatically identify and rank differentially expressed genes. It also enables one to describe expression profiles of differentially expressed genes. This software has been reported to give satisfactory results especially when number of time point is more than 5. 13 Repeated Measurement ANOVA for Time-course Microarray Experiments (RM-ANOVA) RM-ANOVA, unlike the classical F-statistic, determines statistical significance by taking into account the time dependency of the microarray data. 2 The algorithms presented are implemented in R and are freely available upon request.
Classical Repeated Measurement ANOVA or Within-Subject
Repeated Measures ANOVA is a technique that used to test the equality of means when the measurement of the dependent variable is repeated over time or different experimental conditions. 26 
RESULTS
We summarized the simulation results as changes in the sensitivity, specificity and total accuracy values of the methods under different covariance structures, period lengths, and profile types are given in Table  2 and Figure 1 .
As seen in Figure 2 , there were obvious differences among the four methods in terms of sensitivity (true positives-vertical axis) and 1-specificity (false positives-horizontal axis) combinations depending on the period length and profile type. When the period length was short (4 time points), classical-RM and RM-ANOVA had higher sensitivity or better ability to identify true differentially expressed genes compared to BATS and maSigPro, although this was compromised by lower specificity (i.e. the tests falsely identified more genes that weren't differentially expressed (Figure 2A ). Within the short-term FIGURE 1: Simulation profiles considered for the simulation study. There are two profiles (1 and 2) and three different experiment period lengths (short: 4 time points, medium: 6 time points, and long: 8 time points).
Profile 1 Profile 2
Short-term
Medium-term
Long-term period length, interaction profile 2 appeared to give lower sensitivity only in classical-RM. When the period length was medium (6 time points), all methods had comparable sensitivity although maSigPro gave the lowest sensitivity under the profile 1 (less than 0.68) ( Figure 2B ). BATS gave highest specificity while RM-ANOVA yielded the lowest specificity regardless which profile and covariance structure were used ( Figure 2B ). When the period length was long (8 time points), BATS performed the best in terms of sensitivity and specificity regardless of the covariance structures and profile types. Sensitivity of Classical-RM and RM-ANOVA improved compare to the medium period length while the sensitivity of maSigPro reduced ( Figure 2C ). In general, the type of covariance structures did not affect greatly the sensitivity or specificity of any statistical methods. Profile 2, in general, yielded higher sensitivity within each method. Overall, classical-RM and BATS were more sensitive to the profile length and type. The sensitivity of classical-ANOVA, RM-ANOVA and BATS increased as the period length increased and remained unchanged across different covariance structures and profile types. BATS reached the highest sensitivity with long period length (i.e., 8 time points) regardless the profile types. RM-ANOVA appeared to have good sensitivity under medium (6 time points) and long period length. The sensitivity of maSigPro appeared to be optimal under the medium period length condition. In summary, under the long period length, RM-ANOVA and BATS had reached the highest sensitivity while under short (4 time points) and medium period lengths, maSigPro and RM-ANOVA had better sensitivity compare to others.
In terms of specificity, these methods appeared not to be affected by the period length and the profile type. We classified these methods into two groups: ANOVA-based methods (RM-ANOVA and the Classical-RM) and the other methods (the BATS and the maSigPro). The specificity of the BATS and the maSigPro were consistently higher than those of the RM-ANOVA and the Classical-RM. Therefore, we concluded that the BATS and the maSigPro can be considered more specific than the ANOVA-based methods under these experimental conditions. FIGURE 2: Sensitivity and specificity of BATS, Classical-RM, RM-ANOVA, and maSigPro under different covariance matrix profiles (AR: autoregressive, UN: unstructured), interaction profile (1 and 2) and time lengths (A) short-term period, (B) medium-term period and (C) long-term period (see Figure 1 and Table 2 for details).
The performance of these methods would not be fully evaluated if we just considered the sensitivity and specificity. Thus, total accuracy, a joint summary of sensitivity and specificity, was also examined. As seen in Figure 3 , the total accuracy values of all the methods except for maSigPro were affected by the time-course length. For the short time course experiment, BATS had the lowest performance in terms of total accuracy, as it would need more data for the data to be able to have higher weights on the posterior distribution compared to the weight of the prior distribution. However, as expected, the performance of the BATS got improved as the period length extended. Although BATS was a bit superior to the maSigPro for longer term profiles, maSigPro was more robust for the profile length and thus had good performance in general. The ANOVA-based methods had good performance under short-term, especially for RM-ANOVA, but did not retain their good performance under the medium and long-term cases. As a result, we concluded that maSigPro had good performance in general. BATS was more suitable method for analyzing medium and especially long-term data sets while ANOVA-based methods were more suitable for analyzing short-term time-course microarray data sets. Comparisons of the methods regarding the total accuracy measure based on period length and profile type (Figure 3) suggested that the period length (short, medium, and long) and the profile types (AR-1, AR-2, UN-1, UN-2) are both factors that affect the performances of the four methods. We also conclude that none of the methods is uniformly the best, BATS was the best method in terms of total accuracy regardless of type of profile when the period length was long. This was true also in Table 2 for details).
the case of the medium period length design except when the profile type was UN-2, maSigPro was better than BATS. For short profiles, none of the methods was best under any of these four profiles.
DISCUSSION
Microarray technology enables us to measure expression levels for thousands of genes simultaneously, but it is a significant statistical challenge to identify differentially expressed genes that could be the potential underlying mechanism in differing phenotypes and diseases. Therefore, using more appropriate statistical methods for analyzing time-course microarray data sets is critical to obtain reliable results. In this project, we compared the performances of 4 commonly used statistical methods under different experimental conditions through extensive simulation. We used sensitivity, specificity, and total accuracy measures to describe and compare diagnostic tests.
Our results suggested that BATS and maSigPro are generally more superior methods to the ANO-VA-based methods in analyzing time-course microarray data sets. Although the BATS did not perform well for analyzing the short-term time-course microarray data sets as it required more data for the data to overweight the prior distribution specifications in obtaining the posterior distribution, it worked well for medium-and especially for long-term data sets. BATS is a free user-friendly software for the analysis of both simulated and real microarray time course experiments. It was also reported to be particularly suitable for time course experiments where at least 5-6 time points were available, which corresponds to our 'medium-term' profiles simulated. BATS is also robust against various technical difficulties that arise in time-course microarray experiments, missing data, non-uniform sampling intervals and replication status. 13 maSigPro is a powerful method for the analysis of time course microarray data. The method is very efficient tool in filtering out non-significant genes, fitting a model to the experimental conditions, and allowing the researchers to visualization of significant profiles. 1 Conesa et al. also reported that since the maSigPro is two-stage regression based methods, in experiments expanding a larger number of time points, more complex expression patterns could be expected and that may result in failures in identifying some of differently expressed genes. Although our findings are generally supportive of the findings reported by previous studies, there are also some differences between our findings and theirs. 1, 5, 13 We think that differences in the experimental conditions as well as in the definition of period length possibly resulted in these differences. For example in the literature, it is seen that generally two period lengths have been defined as a short-term (between 3 and 6 time points) and long-term (more than 6 time points). 1 On the other hand, we defined three different period lengths namely short (3-4 time points), medium (5-7 time points), and long-term (≥8 time points) to obtain more detail information.
The performances of the ANOVA-based methods are generally inferior to those of the BATS and the maSigPro. In general, the ANOVA-based methods have a good performance for short-term data sets. However, when the period length extends, the performances of these tests get worse although their performance should get better as the increasing time-course length is expected to impact the power positively under the normal circumstances. Based on these results it is possible to conclude that for the short-term time-course microarray data sets, the ANOVA-based methods may be preferred to the BATS. However, the ANOVA model is one of the most criticized methodologies, used in many papers as a comparative method to introduce a novel technique. It is argued that he ANOVA model does not take the temporal ordering into account. Especially during the last decade, since the majority of authors have generally concentrated on the regression-based and Bayesian-based methods, the studies about ANO-VA-based methods are limited. ANOVA-based methods can still be very useful when very short time course experiments have to be analysed (up to about 4-5 time points), however the shortcoming of these approaches is that they ignore the biological temporal structure of the data producing results that are invariant under permutation of the time points. 13, 21 In addition, it is suggested t h a t ANOVA should be applied on background-normalized data. 27 Another functional ANOVA mixed-effect model was developed and reported to have higher power than those of EDGE and classical two-way ANOVA. 23 A general statistical method based on repeated measures (RM) ANOVA was proposed for detecting changes in microarray expression over time within a single biological group. This method outperformed EDGE, SAM, and Oriogen methods under different experimental conditions. 2 Results of this project also suggested that the performances of the methods are affected by different factors where the two major factors are the period length and profile types. On the other hand, even though the period length and the profile type are two important factors that affect the performances of the methods, they may not be enough to evaluate the performances of these methods in full detail. Since gene expression levels in a given cell can be influenced by different factors, it may be necessary to consider some other new factors especially population prevalence values, changes in number of replication, effect of missing value, effect of outliers as well. That is, multi-factors time course experiments are needed. The multiple series time-course microarray experiments are useful approaches for exploring biological processes. However, the large amount of data, multiplicity of experimental conditions and the dynamic nature of the experiments pose great challenges to data analysis. 1, 6, 28 Therefore, in the light of the results of this study, we think that new and more comprehensive studies are needed to: a) Investigate the effect of the factors that affect the performances of the methods more detail, b) Determine optimum factor levels (e.g. determining optimum period length, profile type, etc.), 
